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Experimental control of the transition from
Markovian to non-Markovian dynamics of
open quantum systems
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Heinz-Peter Breuer3 and Jyrki Piilo2*

Realistic quantum mechanical systems are always exposed
to an external environment. This often induces Markovian
processes in which the system loses information to its
surroundings. However, many quantum systems exhibit non-
Markovian behaviour with a flow of information from the
environment back to the system1–5. The environment usually
consists of large number of degrees of freedom which are
difficult to control, but some sophisticated schemes for
reservoir engineering have been developed6. The control
of open systems plays a decisive role, for example, in
proposals for entanglement generation7–9 and dissipative
quantum computation10, for the design of quantum memories11

and in quantum metrology12. Here we report an all-optical
experiment which allows one to drive the open system from
the Markovian to the non-Markovian regime, to control the
information flow between the system and the environment, and
to determine the degree of non-Markovianity by measurements
on the open system.

The standard approach to the dynamics of open quantum
systems employs the concept of a quantum Markov process which
is given by a semigroup of completely positive dynamical maps
and a corresponding quantum master equation with a generator
in Lindblad form13,14. Very recently, a toolbox for the engineering
of such quantum Markov processes in a multi-qubit system of
trapped ions has been realized experimentally15 and technological
developments have also allowed experimental studies of quantum
correlations in open systems16,17. Within a microscopic approach,
quantum Markovian master equations are usually obtained by
means of the Born–Markov approximation, which presupposes a
weak system–environment coupling and several further, mostly
rather drastic approximations. However, in many processes
occurring in nature these approximations are not applicable, a
situation which occurs, in particular, in the cases of strong system-
environment couplings, structured and finite reservoirs, and low
temperatures, as well as in the presence of large initial system-
environment correlations. In the case of substantial quantitative
and qualitative deviations from the dynamics of a quantumMarkov
process one often speaks of a non-Markovian process, implying
that the dynamics is governed by significant memory effects. Quite
recently important steps towards the development of a general
consistent theory of non-Markovian quantum dynamics have been
made which try to rigorously define the border betweenMarkovian
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and non-Markovian quantum evolution and to quantify memory
effects in the open system dynamics18–21.

The measure for quantum non-Markovianity constructed in
ref. 19 is based on the idea that memory effects in the open
system dynamics can be characterized in terms of the flow of
information between the open system and its environment. It has
been used recently, for example, to describe this information flow
in the energy transfer dynamics of photosynthetic complexes2,4,
and to characterize memory effects of the dynamics of qubits in
spin baths5. Here, we present the results of an experiment which
enables one, through a careful preparation of the initial system-
environment states and quantum state tomography, not only to
control and to monitor the transition from Markovian to non-
Markovian quantum dynamics, but also the direct determination of
this measure for quantum non-Markovianity.

Quantum memory effects are quantified by employing the trace
distance D(ρ1,ρ2)= (1/2)tr|ρ1−ρ2| between two quantum states
ρ1 and ρ2. This quantity can be interpreted as a measure for the
distinguishability of the two states22–24.Markovian processes tend to
continuously reduce the distinguishability of physical states, which
means that there is a flow of information from the open system
to its environment. In view of this interpretation the characteristic
feature of a non-Markovian quantum process is the increase of the
distinguishability, that is a reversed flow of information from the
environment back to the open system. Through this recycling of
information the earlier states of the open system influence its later
states, which expresses the emergence of a memory effect in the
open system’s dynamics19,20.

On the basis of this physical picture one can construct a general
measure for the degree of non-Markovianity of a quantum process
given by some completely positive dynamical map 8t that maps
the initial states ρ(0) of the open system to the corresponding
states ρ(t ) = 8t (ρ(0)) at time t . The full time evolution of the
open system over some time interval from the initial time 0
to the final time T is then given by a one-parameter family
8 = {8t | 0 ≤ t ≤ T } of dynamical maps. Completely positive
maps are contractions for the trace distance. Hence, considering
two different initial states ρ1(0) and ρ2(0), with corresponding
time evolutions ρ1(t )=8t (ρ1(0)) and ρ2(t )=8t (ρ2(0)), the trace
distance D(ρ1(t ),ρ2(t )) at time t > 0 can never be larger than the
trace distance D(ρ1(0),ρ2(0)) at the initial time t = 0. However,
this contraction property does not imply that D(ρ1(t ),ρ2(t )) is
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Figure 1 | The experimental set-up. Key to the components:
HWP—half-wave plate, QWP—quarter-wave plate, IF—interference filter,
QP—quartz plate, PBS— polarizing beamsplitter, FP—Fabry–Pérot cavity,
and SPD—single photon detector.

a monotonically decreasing function of time, and in fact any
temporary increase of the trace distance is a signature of quantum
memory effects. Defining the rate of change of the trace distance
by σ (t ,ρ1,2(0))= (d/dt )D(ρ1(t ),ρ2(t )), our measure N (8) for the
non-Markovianity of the process is therefore given by

N (8)=max
ρ1,2(0)

∫
σ>0

dt σ (t ,ρ1,2(0)) (1)

Here, the time-integration is extended over all subintervals of
[0,T ] in which the rate of change of the trace distance σ is
positive, and the maximum is taken over all pairs of initial
states. The quantity (1) thus measures the maximal total increase
of the distinguishability over the whole time-evolution, that is,
the maximal total amount of information that flows from the
environment back to the open system.

In our experiment the open quantum system is provided by the
polarization degree of freedom of photons coupled to the frequency
degree of freedom representing the environment. The experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 1. An ultraviolet argon-ion laser is used
to pump two 0.3mm thick BBO crystals cut for a type I down-
conversion process to generate arbitrary pure two-qubit states. A
fused silica plate (0.04mm thick and coated with a partial reflect-
ing coating on each side, with approximately 85% reflectivity at
702 nm) is used as a Fabry–Pérot (FP) cavity. The cavity is mounted
on a rotator which can be tilted in the horizontal plane. A 4 nm (full
width at halfmaximum) interference filter is placed after the FP cav-
ity to filter out at most two transmission peaks. The corresponding
interference filter in the other arm is 10 nm. The polarization and
frequency degrees of freedom are coupled in a quartz plate in which
different evolution times are realized by varying the thickness of the
plate. A polarizing beam splitter together with a half-wave plate and
a quarter-wave plate is used as a photon state analyser.

The half-wave plate HWP2 and the tilted FP cavity are used to
prepare the initial one-photon states |ψ1,2(0)〉=|ϕ1,2〉⊗|χ〉, where

|ϕ1,2〉=
1
√
2
(|H 〉±|V 〉) (2)

with |H 〉 and |V 〉 denoting the horizontal and the verti-
cal polarization states, respectively. The environmental state
|χ〉=

∫
dω f (ω)|ω〉 involves the amplitude f (ω) for the photon

to be in a mode with frequency ω, which is normalized as
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Figure 2 | The frequency spectrum of the initial state for various values of
the tilt angle θ. See the Supplementary Information for further details.∫
dω |f (ω)|2 = 1. The form of the frequency distribution |f (ω)|2,

and thus the initial state of the environment, can be controlled by
the tilt angle θ of the FP cavity. Figure 2 shows how θ determines the
structure of the frequency spectrum and, thus, the environmental
initial state |χ〉. By changing the initial state of the environment
in the experiment we modify the open system dynamics in a way
which allows us to observe transitions between Markovian and
non-Markovian quantum dynamics.

In the first version of the experiment, HWP1 is fixed at zero
degrees to generate a two-photon state. Photon 2 is directly detected
in detector SPD at the end of arm 2 as a trigger for photon 1. Photon
1 first passes through HWP2, preparing it in the state |ϕ1〉 or |ϕ2〉.
The subsequent interaction between polarization andmode degrees
of freedom in the quartz plate is described by a quantum dynamical
map 8t acting on the open system, where the interaction time t is
related to the variable length L of the quartz plate as t =L/c . Finally,
full state tomography is carried out in detector SPD at the end of
arm 1 to determine the polarization state ρ1,2(t )=8t (|ϕ1,2〉〈ϕ1,2|)
of photon 1. This allows the direct experimental determination
of the trace distance D(ρ1(t ),ρ2(t )) between the two possible
one-photon states after a certain interaction time t , controlled
by the length L of the quartz plate. Experimental results for four
different values of the tilt angle θ of the FP cavity are shown in
Fig. 3a. We clearly observe a crossover from a monotonic to a
non-monotonic behaviour of the trace distance as a function of
time, that is, a transition from a Markovian to a non-Markovian
dynamics for the polarization degree of freedomof the photon.

The experimental results admit a simple theoretical analysis
which is based on the fact that the time evolution in the quartz plate
may be described by the unitary operatorU (t ), which is defined by

U (t )|λ〉⊗|ω〉= einλωt |λ〉⊗|ω〉

where nλ represents the refraction index for light with polarization
λ = H ,V . The presence of the quartz plate thus leads to the
decoherence of superpositions of polarization states, which is due
to a nonzero difference 1n= nV−nH in the refraction indices of
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Figure 3 | The distance and the concurrence as a function of the effective path difference for four different values of the tilt angle θ. a, The trace distance.
b, The concurrence between the system and the ancilla. The solid lines represent the theoretical predictions (3) for σ = 1.8× 1012 Hz (corresponding to
0.47 nm) and1ω= 1.6× 1013 Hz (corresponding to 4.19 nm). The effective path difference is equal to1nL and λ0= 702 nm. The experimental error bars
due to the counting statistics are smaller than the symbols. Further experimental details may be found in the Supplementary Information.

horizontally and vertically polarized photons. The corresponding
dynamical map8t takes the form:

8t :


|H 〉〈H | 7→ |H 〉〈H |,
|V 〉〈V | 7→ |V 〉〈V |,
|H 〉〈V | 7→ κ∗(t )|H 〉〈V |,
|V 〉〈H | 7→ κ(t )|V 〉〈H |

where the decoherence function κ(t ) is given by the Fourier
transform of the frequency distribution

κ(t )=
∫

dω |f (ω)|2eiω1nt

With the help of these relations it is easy to show that the trace
distance corresponding to the initial pair of states (2) is equal to
the modulus of the decoherence function

D(ρ1(t ),ρ2(t ))= |κ(t )|

In the experiment the transition from Markovian to non-
Markovian dynamics is observed through variation of the tilt
angle θ of the FP cavity. As illustrated in Fig. 2, all frequency
distributions are very well approximated by a sum of two
Gaussians centred at frequencies ωk , with amplitudes Ak and equal
widths σ , which yields

|κ(t )| =
e−

1
2 σ

2(1nt )2

1+Aθ

√
1+A2

θ+2Aθ cos(1ω ·1nt ) (3)

where A1 = 1/(1+Aθ ), A2 = Aθ/(1+Aθ ) and 1ω = ω2−ω1. As
can be seen from the frequency spectra of Fig. 2, the relative
amplitude Aθ varies strongly with the tilt angle θ and represents the
relevant parameter controlling the transition, whereas the widths
of the peaks, σ , and the distance between them, 1ω, are almost
constant. To fit the experimental data shown in Fig. 3 to the
theoretical prediction (3) we use Aθ as the fit parameter, taking
1ω= 1.6×1013 Hz and σ = 1.8×1012 Hz as fixed. The results are
shown as continuous curves in Fig. 3, demonstrating an excellent
agreement with the experimental data.

The experiment also enables a direct determination of the
measure for non-Markovianity (1). First, we note that the initial
pair (2) is already optimal in the sense that it yields a maximal
increase of the trace distance. The theoretical explanation for this
fact is presented in the Supplementary Information. Second, in our
experiment the increase of the trace distance is restricted to a single
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Figure 4 | The change of the trace distance and of the concurrence as
functions of the tilt angle θ. The transition from the non-Markovian to the
Markovian regime occurs at θ '4.1◦, and from the Markovian to the
non-Markovian regime at θ '8.0◦. The positive values in the blue regions
directly give the non-Markovianity measure N (8) of the process. The
negative values in the grey area correspond to N (8)=0, that is, to
Markovian dynamics. The error bars are due to the uncertainty of the tilt
angle and the counting statistics.

time interval (see Fig. 3). The non-Markovianity measure (1) is
thus obtained by determining the difference of the trace distance
between the first local minimum and the subsequent maximum.
Our experimental results are shown in Fig. 4. Increasing the tilt
angle of the cavity decreases the relative amplitude Aθ between
the peaks in the frequency spectrum, and thereby reduces the
non-Markovianity of the process until a transition to Markovian
dynamics occurs. Further increasing the tilt angle amplifies the
relative amplitude again and brings the dynamics back to the
non-Markovian regime.

In ref. 21 an alternative measure for non-Markovianity has been
proposed that is based on the idea that Markovian dynamics leads
to a monotonic decrease of the entanglement between the open
system and an isomorphic ancilla system,whereas a non-Markovian
dynamics induces a temporary increase of the entanglement.
One can show (see Supplementary Information) that for the
present experiment this measure coincides with (1) if one uses
the concurrence25,26 as an entanglement measure. This fact leads
to an alternative and independent method for the measurement
of the non-Markovianity by means of our experimental set-
up. Fixing HWP1 to 22.5◦, we generate a maximally entangled
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two-photon state (1/
√
2)(|HH 〉+|VV 〉). Photon 1 then passes the

quartz plate and the composite final state is analysed through
two-photon state tomography. Experimental results are shown
in Figs 3b and 4, clearly demonstrating the equivalence of both
measures for non-Markovianity.

Our experiment clearly reveals the measurability of recently
proposed theoretical measures for quantum non-Markovianity
which yield important information about the type of quantumnoise
and about environmental properties, even when the environment
is a complex system involving an infinite number of degrees of
freedom and is not directly accessible through measurements.
Moreover, we have introduced a method for the control of the
information flow between the open system and its environment,
which opens the possibility of efficiently exploiting memory effects
in future quantum technologies27.
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